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Abstract 
Maritime Asia remains crucial to global economic growth and prosperity. Nearly 40% of the 
world’s seaborne trade transits the South China Sea each year and nine of the top ten busiest 
container ports in the world are located in the Indo-Pacific region. But uncertainties also pervade 
the region as governments struggle to combat numerous security challenges, while violent non-
state actors and trans-border criminal groups continue to exploit the environment.  In this study, 
we examine the nexus between maritime crime and inter-state security, centering on the tactical 
decision-making of non-state criminal actors. To avoid capture, maritime criminals locate their 
illicit activities near sea-boundaries where rival states aim to avoid regime confrontations that 
could escalate to more costly disputes. Pirates, smugglers, and illegal fishers can use these 
contested border zones as sanctuaries similar to guerilla forces fleeing across land boundaries to 
avoid pitched battles with regime military units. Using an original geocoded dataset on maritime 
piracy (MPELD), we find significant support for our hypothesis that conflict among states 
substantively influences the location of maritime crime. Our study has important implications for 
global efforts to counter trans-national criminal organizations and their illicit activities in 
maritime spaces defined by territorial quarrels. 

  



Introduction 
Crime, on land, is unevenly distributed spatially. Some spaces are deemed “hot spots” and 
experience above-average incidents of illicit activity, while other areas see little if any law-
breaking. Social and economic conditions help explain terrestrial high-crime clusters. On the 
water, however, opportunity structures play a more important role as maritime criminals locate 
near shipping lanes, geographic chokepoints, and ports where goods can be both stolen and 
resold in the same space. For example, thousands of vessels transit the Singapore Straits each 
year, making it one of the busiest sea-lanes in the world.1 Not only do pirates and thieves 
capitalize on the target-rich environment, but these same criminals can easily dispose of the 
stolen loot in and around the port facilities of Singapore and Indonesia's Riau Islands.  

Yet target-rich environments may overlap with enhanced security, both surveillance and 
guards. Criminals recognize the risk-reward state of the spatial environment and behave 
accordingly. The ability to evade law enforcement represents a key tactical concern of criminal 
organizations. In the maritime realm, boundary lines offer criminals protection as regime security 
forces often hesitate to enter the territorial waters of a contiguous state, especially when 
accompanied by jurisdictional uncertainties and conflicting claims, like we see in Southeast Asia. 

Not only do criminal organizations take advantage of borders, contested maritime spaces, 
and capacity gaps, but international cooperation to counter maritime crime remains a classic 
collective action problem. While all countries have an incentive to create secure maritime trade 
routes, the level of interest in countering maritime crime remains unevenly distributed. For 
instance, countering illicit maritime activity is more pressing for countries that trade more 
extensively, since trade increases vulnerability to maritime crime. In other words, even among 
littoral states, countries like Singapore, have much more at stake since trade is a large part of 
their economy.2  Non-state actors involved in illegal activities are likely to view asymmetrical 
state interest as an opportunity to exploit. Moreover, even when states are interested in 
addressing crime, territorial conflict among the states pose an impediment to their overall 
security interests. Our project aims to understand the association between inter-state interactions 
and maritime crime. We use the Indo-China maritime space to examine the relationship between 
inter-state hostility and both the total amount of piracy in a state's waters and the location of 
these same pirate attacks. Our evidence shows the systematic prevalence of piracy along the 
maritime borders of countries in the Indo-Pacific region, spaces where criminals can easily flee 
from pursuing law enforcement patrols. Our study also shows increased pirate activity as the 
relationship between governments in the region turn more hostile. 

 
1 Most incidents or piracy and armed robbery in the Straits occur in the eastbound lane of the passage, 
which sits closer to Indonesia's Riau Islands and therefore are less likely to attract maritime patrols from 
Singapore. 
2 According to the World Bank data, in 2018, trade for Singapore accounts for 319% of its GDP. This 
figure dwarfs trade as GDP percent in other neighboring littoral states. For instance, it is only 43% for 
Indonesia, 76% for Philippines, 94% for Brunei, 131% for Malaysia, 123% for Thailand, 125% for 
Cambodia and 208% for Vietnam. 



The Spatial Environment of Organized Crime 
If levels of crime vary over space, then presumably the conditions producing illicit activity also 
vary over space. Eck (2001, 2005) notes that individuals clearly use this information on a daily 
basis. Some neighborhood blocks are feared and avoided while others barely warrant any safety 
concerns at all. In fact, a study of crime in Minneapolis found only 3 percent of addresses 
accounted for 50 percent of the crime calls for service, clearly demonstrating the spatial 
concentration of lawbreaking  (Weisburg et al 2011, 299; Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger 1989). 
But noting the spatiality of crime doesn't explain it and sometimes it only reinforces or reifies the 
idea that a community is inherently depraved. This can lead to the conclusion that no amount of 
assistance will fundamentally alter the criminal nature of the space. However, evidence strongly 
suggests that social and economic environments influence the level of criminal activity in a 
community (Jankowski 1991; Skaperdas 2001).   
 Social exclusion (neighborhood breakdown, gangs, and drug addiction) and economic 
marginalization (poverty and joblessness) associate with high-crime spaces (Vilalta and Muggah 
2016), both in developed and under-developed countries. Crime does not appear randomly 
distributed over space but rather varies with clearly identifiable markers (Eck and Maguire 
2000).  Consequently, directly addressing the underlying structural factors driving crime can 
reduce the overall level or rate of criminal behavior observed. Indeed, social support structures 
that reduce community disorganization help build resilience to crime and incentivize criminals to 
move elsewhere (Colvin, Cullen, and Ven 2002). (Caplan, Kennedy, and Miller 2011, 377) 
conclude that "the risk of crime in places that share criminogenic attributes is higher than other 
places as these locations attract offenders and are conducive to allowing certain events to occur." 
Without a doubt, the same social support structures that strengthen communities also help keep 
local youth away from criminal gangs, providing alternate spaces for group interaction, thereby 
reducing anomie and alienation. 

Policing assets and their spatial allocation also affect crime levels (Crank, et al 2010). 
Not only should a police presence thwart ongoing criminal activity, but the visible presence of 
state security personnel likely deters criminal behavior in the first place, preventing potential 
criminals from becoming actual lawbreakers (Vilalta and Muggah 2016). However, random 
deterrent patrols within a given community do not appear to appreciably reduce illicit activity. 
More officers don't necessarily ensure less crime. It appears that directing law enforcement 
personnel to specific high-crime spaces, focused on particular criminal activity, is more effective 
and helps to build community trust (Braga, Papachristos, and Hureau 2012). Further, hot-spot 
policing has the added benefit of spreading spatially into nearby neighborhoods, expanding the 
zone of police protection (Clarke and Weisburd 1994). But, some caution remains warranted. At 
the individual level, aggressive policing (a get tough attitude) appears to facilitate youth 
movement toward criminal gangs (Colvin, Cullen, and Ven 2002). 

In the maritime domain, evidence shows that social and economic marginalization 
similarly facilitate illicit activity (cites). We see organized criminal groups emerge where states 
are weak, and joblessness and poverty remain pervasive (Daxecker and Prins 2021). But neither 
condition tells us specifically where illicit behavior occurs, since privation and capacity voids are 
widespread, and maritime crime is more spatially confined. In fact, at the local level poverty is 
less clearly associated with the location of maritime crime (Daxecker and Prins 2021; Desai and 



Shambaugh 2021). Of course, crime on ships only occurs where one can find sea-going vessels. 
Ports, anchorages, and maritime trade lanes present target-rich environments for both 
opportunistic and organized maritime crime. Ports facilitate economic exchange and therefore 
represent attractive spaces for criminals. The combination of economic marginalization, weak 
governance, and opportunity provide the environment conducive to illicit maritime activity. 
Would-be pirates can be found in the bars, coffee-shops, and restaurants located in and around 
ports, harbors, quays, and marinas.  

Still, while maritime criminals seek lucrative payoffs, they also want to avoid local law 
enforcement. Finding corruptible elites, law enforcement personnel, and or port officials 
represents one strategy used by criminals to avoid capture. Collusion agreements, bribery, and 
extortion accompany and enable maritime crime. Safe havens are also used by criminals to avoid 
capture. Pirates use superior knowledge of local waterways, hidden coves, and boundary lines to 
side-step law enforcement. Attacking ships near twelve-mile territorial sea-limits allows pirates 
to flee quickly into the waters of a contiguous state, thereby escaping from pursuing state 
security forces. Consequently, maritime boundary lines should associate with maritime piracy, 
especially when contiguous states dispute the geographic limits of each other's territorial space. 

As strategic actors, individuals and groups involved in piracy are more likely to exploit 
these structural weaknesses by operating near territorial boundaries. In our study, we seek to 
answer two questions (1) are piracy events systematically closer to territorial boundaries, and (2) 
are interstate hostilities more amenable to increased piracy? 

[Figure 1 – Maritime Boundaries and piracy] 

Examining descriptive statistics of the piracy events in the Indochina region helps in 
improving our understanding and exploring the answers to above questions. Figure 1 depicts 
various maritime boundaries in the region as well as piracy events from 1995-2017. In the figure, 
we include all water-based piracy events in Indochina maritime space, by excluding high volume 
land-based petty theft events3 which are also coded as piracy events. Figure 1 therefore only 
include piracy cases that are at least 5 km from the shore, which leaves a total of 2906 piracy 
incidents.4 We then measure each event's distance from the nearest interstate maritime boundary, 
which could be either a 200 nautical mile line, joint regime, or other type of negotiated borders. 
Figure 2 below shows the histogram of the distance. As depicted in the figure, the frequency of 
piracy events is much higher in areas closer to maritime boundary lines and the association 
between distance and frequency is linear. 

[Figure 2 here - Histogram] 

According to Lo (2020, 5), the study of transborder crime is often political in nature since such 
activities are closely associated to the actions of law-making institutions in the states and 
organized crime syndicates are transnational actors that seek to exert pressure on government 
officials, often acting as interest groups. Political borders are unique as they define ‘‘the limits of 
executive police  powers (and)  states  are  reluctant  to loosen their grip on these powers since 

 
3 Theft on vessels near shoreline or those docked in ports 
4 From a total of 4348 incidents 



territorial sovereignty represents an important political and psychological threshold …’’ 
(Anderson et al. 1995, 124). But borders are also the extent where jurisdiction of a state ends and 
its “guardians” are hesitant to encroach on foreign territory. Moreover, what is legal in one state 
may be illegal in other, creating an opportunity for criminals to exploit. We argue below that 
borders become more or less attractive for criminal elements based on the relationship between 
the bordering states. 

Piracy, Maritime Borders, and Resource Competition 
One area of cooperation among states to combat maritime piracy is hot pursuit. According to 
international law, coastal states can extend their jurisdiction beyond their own maritime border to 
pursue and seize any vessel involved in illicit activities (Guilfoyle 2009, 19). But the use of hot 
pursuit often involves a delicate balance between a coastal state's interest in enforcing its laws, 
the sovereignty of other littoral states, and the international community's aim to ensure freedom 
of movement on the high seas. Such right tends to cease when ``the fleeing vessel enters the 
territorial waters of its flag state or those of a third state'' (Walker 2011, 198). Further, pursuing a 
vessel that is suspected of engaging in illicit activity must occur. Regime authorities cannot take 
up a chase if the illegal actions occurred weeks or months in the past. Despite the provision of 
hot pursuit, criminal non-state actors can exploit the complexity of interstate relations by 
operating in border areas. 

Piracy in the Malacca Straits illustrates the challenge of cross-border cooperation. This 
region experiences a very high volume of traffic each year5 while sharing borders with four 
sovereign states–––Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand (see Fig. 1).  According to 
(Guilfoyle 2009, 54), counter-piracy cooperation among these coastal states is difficult for three 
reasons. First, attacks against ships tend to occur in territorial waters and consequently do not 
involve international law. Second, it is often difficult to determine “in whose waters the attack 
took place.'' Third, despite the right of a coastal state to repress piracy beyond one's territorial 
waters, Malaysia and Indonesia are ``unlikely to take a sanguine view of any such third-party 
action,'' and may perceive cross-border actions as a breach of its national sovereignty. The 
``constructive presence'' clause in the ``hot pursuit'' doctrine under Article 111 of UNCLOS 
suggests that coastal state authorities may pursue and arrest foreign ships that steam into 
international waters after committing an offense within the maritime jurisdiction of the pursuing 
state (Gottlieb and others 2017, 44).  

Territorial conflict between states in the Indo-Pacific can complicate hot pursuit and the 
larger challenge of countering criminal actors on the seas. In 1992, for example, the Royal 
Malaysian Police Marines chased a suspected pirate vessel out of Malaysian waters. Rather than 
follow the ship into Filipino maritime space, the captain of the Malaysian ship opted to turn 
around (see Chalk 1998; Chalk 2008). A 1994 agreement between Malaysia and the Philippines 
allowed for coordinated patrols in Sulu and Celebes Seas but only along their shared maritime 

 
5 “EXCLUSIVE: Malacca Straits VLCC traffic doubles in a decade as shipping traffic hits all-time high 
in 2017,” Seatrade Maritime News, February 19, 2018. Available: https://www.seatrade-
maritime.com/asia/exclusive-malacca-straits-vlcc-traffic-doubles-decade-shipping-traffic-hits-all-time-
high-2017 



boundaries and cross-border pursuits remained prohibited (Chalk 1998, 99-100). The two 
countries revisited the issue of coordinated patrols in 2016 as Abu Sayyaf increased attacks 
against ships in the area. Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte conceded to hot pursuit given 
concerns about maritime piracy and the threat of terrorist violence.6 But remaining disagreements 
over territorial claims, jurisdictional control, and resource management prevent deeper 
cooperation and neither country wants to see tensions escalate as a result of cross-border 
violations, especially as China's aggressive actions in the region require combined action.7  
 We argue that interstate disputes further offer opportunities for criminal non-state actors. 
As the hostility level among states increases, border cooperation tends to deteriorate. These are 
often exploited by non-state actors. For instance, lukewarm diplomatic ties between Malaysia 
and the Philippines, which have been locked in territorial disputes over the Sabah state on 
Borneo, are often cited as the chief reason behind the lack of progress in quelling militant 
activity in the waterways linking southern Mindanao and Sulawesi.8 As a corollary, more 
cooperation should lower such criminal activity. Cross-border cooperation and coordination can 
raise cost for criminal actors and limit their safe havens.  

H1: Maritime piracy and armed robbery on ships should be more likely to occur in countries 
engaged in interstate disputes. 

H2: Maritime piracy and armed robbery on ships should be less likely to occur in countries 
engaged in security cooperation. 

Data Analysis 
To analyze if interstate relations influence maritime piracy incidents, we use two key datasets 
Maritime Piracy Event and Location Dataset (MPELD, Daxecker and Prins, 2021), Defense 
Cooperation Agreement (DCA) Dataset (Kinne 2020), and Militarized interstate Disputes dataset 
from the Correlates of War project, which range from 1993-2010 (Palmer et al. 2015). 
Geographically, we focus on 21 littoral countries in the Indo-China region,9 where piracy events 
surged to one of the highest during years following the end of the Cold War (Prins and Daxecker 
2017). There is also a substantive within-region variation in the events, with much higher 
proportion of the piracy activities taking place in the waters of countries like Indonesia, 
Philippines, and Bangladesh. Moreover, the region has a number of territorial disputes in 
maritime domain (Emmers 2009), making it an ideal case for our study. We build a dyadic 
dataset of these countries to assess how relations between each dyad affect the level of piracy 
within their waters.10 The dataset in the study has a total of 4620 observations, and the dependent 

 
6 See https://www.news24.com/news24/world/news/philippines-allows-pursuit-of-kidnappers-into-its-
waters-20161111 
7 See https://map.nbr.org/2019/06/maritime-militias-in-the-south-china-sea/   
8 Leslie Lopez, ``Poor Regional Cooperation Hampers Anti-terror Fight'', Straits Times, 7 January 2012. 
9 Australia, Bangladesh, Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, China, East Timor, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
North Korea, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, South Korea, Taiwan,  
Thailand and Vietnam. 
10 We use EEZ and various other boundaries depicted in Figure 1. 



variable is the yearly count of combined piracy events within the boundaries of each dyad.11 The 
mean of combined piracy in the dataset is 22, and nearly 15% of observations have zero 
incidents. The highest recorded figure in the dataset is for the Indonesia-Malaysia dyad in the 
year 2000, which has 321 piracy events in their combined waters.12 

We measure the contentious relationship between each dyad, one of the two independent 
variables (H1), using the Militarized Interstate Dispute dataset. A militarized interstate dispute 
(MID) occurs when one state threatens, displays, or uses force against another state. Since we 
expect interstate hostility, rather than full scale war, to increase piracy incidents, we create two 
variables with varying intensity of MID. First, we create the variable, any mid, and code it as 1 
for a dyad if there is any range of tension between the two countries, otherwise zero. Second, to 
account for a more intense hostility, such as mobilization of troops, we the create variable MID 
mobilization, and code it as 1 only for higher level MID activities,13 and code it as 0 otherwise. 
Dyad-years with full scale interstate conflict, such as a declaration of war or the onset of a full-
scale armed conflict, is excluded from the dataset.14 

We assess the positive effect of interstate cooperation (H2) by focusing on defense and 
security arrangements between dyadic states from Defense Cooperation Agreement (DCA) 
Dataset (Kinne 2020). Defense cooperation agreements in the dataset are formal bilateral 
agreements establish long-term institutional frameworks that could be general or more sector 
specific. We include a binary variable Defense cooperation from the dyad-year DCA dataset, 
which is coded as 1 for all security sector agreements in a dyad-year that involve events such as 
procurement and acquisition of weapons, equipment, spare parts, and possibly weapons-related 
training, officer exchanges, joint training, officer exchanges and training, defense-related 
research or establishes a recurring high-level consultation mechanism, such as bilateral 
committee, joint working groups, or military commission, with a focus on general defense policy 
coordination including sharing classified information (Kinne 2020).  

Since the dependent variable is a count of piracy events, we use a Poisson fixed effects 
estimator with robust standard errors. While a negative binomial model is the choice model for 
non-panel datasets with overdispersion in dependent variables, studies show that a Poisson 
model provides more robust results when using a panel data structure (Allison and Waterman 
2002; Cameron and Trivedi 2013; Wooldridge 1999, 2010). Hausman test suggests that fixed-
effects model is better than the random-effects model, which by default drops time-invariant 
variables. In the supplementary information, we also present results with other specifications 

 
11 For each dyad, we first determine the maritime boundary of each state based on either EEZ or various 
other maritime boundaries as depicted in Figure 1. We then combine the activities in the maritime 
boundaries of both states in the dyad. 
12 These are all types of piracy events. To make sure results are not skewed by land-based petty thefts, we 
also present results with only piracy on steaming vessels in the supplementary file. Steaming piracy 
counts in combined EEZ has the mean of 6.15 and a maximum of 127. 
13 Following “MID Hiact” activities are coded as 1 for MID mobilization: alert, mobilization, fortify 
border, border violation, blockade, occupation of territory, seizure, clash, and raid, but not wars. 
14 These is only one dyad with that scale of interstate conflict: India and Pakistan in 1999. Including this 
does not alter the main results. 



such as random effect models, where time-invariant variables are retained, but without 
substantive change in the key results.   

We include two other control variables. First, we include a variable to denote maritime 
contiguity. Using Direct Contiguity dataset from the COW project (Stinnett et al. 2002), we 
create a binary variable contiguous water and code it as 1 if the states in a dyad are separated by 
150 miles of water or less. Since this variable is time-invariant, it is only relevant in the Poisson 
fixed effect models, when interacted with time-varying variable.15 Second, we control for the 
wealth asymmetry between the two states in a dyad. Using annual GDP per capita of the two 
states in a dyad, we create an asymmetry index.16 Variable Asymmetry index ranges from 0 to 1 
and the higher value represents greater asymmetry.17 

Two other time-invariant factors are relevant and worth mentioning although they are not 
included in the main model. First, the extent of coastlines can have direct effect on the number of 
piracy events. We create a variable, combined coastline, that sums in kilometers the coastlines of 
the two countries in a particular dyad. Second, land contiguity is another time-invariant variable 
that can potentially influence the level of maritime crime. Both are included in the random-
effects models in the supplementary information.  

Results 
Table XX shows the main results from the analysis. Models (3) and (6) in the table are the main 
models that include the interaction of maritime contiguity with the two MID variables and 
defense cooperation. The other models are included for comparison. A cursory look at these 
models suggest that the coefficients of the main interaction terms are not an artifact and the 
lower AIC and BIC scores suggest that including the interaction terms in the two main models 
improve the model fit.  

The interaction between Any MID and Contiguous water in model (3) has positive 
coefficients and is statistically significant at p<0.01, suggesting that compared to other dyads, 
contiguous dyads with interstate hostility tend to witness increased piracy incidents in their 
combined waters.  

Models (2) and (4) estimate MID effect mainly among dyads that share contiguous 
waters. Compared to independent effects, coefficients of the interaction terms are substantively 
larger, suggesting that the effect of hostile interstate relationship is much greater on piracy when 

 
15 This variable is used for interacting with other variables like MID and Defense cooperation to denote hostility and 
cooperation among contiguous dyadic states. Note that the consecutive term of such interaction has the coefficient of 
zero (and therefore excluded) since it is time invariant. 
16 We use the equation 1 − !"##$_&

!"##$_'
  to create the index, where gdppc_a is the smaller GDP per capita of the two 

states in a dyad. 
17 Important time-invariant variables like land contiguity between dyadic states and Combined coastal length of a 
dyad are excluded since they are time-invariant but are shown in the random effects model in the supplementary 
information. 



the dyads share water. When comparing the effects of MID scale in models (2) and (4), we do 
not find substantively larger effect among higher-level MID events.18 

[Table XX Here – Main Table] 

Figure xx below shows marginal predicted probability of the interaction terms in models 
(2) and (4) from the above table. It shows that compared to dyads with no MID events, states that 
have any MID events short of war and have contiguous waters, have nearly three times more 
piracy events that dyads without MIDs. When narrowing to more serious piracy events, as 
represented by variable MID mobilize, the mean of piracy counts increases slightly, as shown by 
the bottom panel in the figure. 

[Figure XX Here – from main Table] 

Robustness Check 
MID events are generally end-results of the brewing hostility among states. It is likely that the 
conflict itself is the cause of increasing tension due to maritime border disputes arising due to 
other maritime criminal activities (Spijkers et al. 2019). As a robustness check to evaluate our 
hypotheses about interstate relations affecting maritime piracy is by using data on how state 
preferences align. We use dyadic dataset by Voeten, Strezhnev, and Bailey (2009) that measures 
voting preference alignment of a pair of countries in the UN. We use variable Ideal point 
distance, which is the Euclidean distance between every dyad in the UN that ranges from 0 to 
5.7, and has a mean of 1.028 (Bailey, Strezhnev, and Voeten 2017). As discussed in Bailey, 
Strezhnev, and Voeten (2017), for instance, states with different ideologies or regime type tend 
to have greater Ideal point distance. Since the variable is dynamic, the Ideal point distance 
provides the interstate relationship on an annual basis. In other words, as expected in our 
hypotheses, we should expect the ideal point distance to influence the level of piracy in the 
combined waters of a dyad. Since we do not expect this relationship in a linear scale, we create a 
binary scale of state relationship using a cutpoint of 75 percentile Ideal point score in the dataset. 
Variable Voting preferences is coded as 1 if the Ideal point distance is greater than 75th 
percentile in the dataset, and 0 otherwise. 

Table XX below shows fixed effects logit models where we use only time-varying 
covariates. Note that variable EEZ water is time invariant (1 if dyads share water upto EEZ, 0 
otherwise), but the interaction term is not, since UN voting varies yearly. Results indicate that 
piracy events are more likely to occur when dyads share EEZ waters and their preferences are 
more distant. In sum, results indicate that interstate hostility among littoral state tends to increase 
maritime piracy in their combined waters, a result that compliments our main finding. 

[Table XX Here – Robustness Table] 

 
18 Since these are yearly events, we do not lag the MID events. MID events are usually the consequence of hostility 
that brews up over time. Therefore, we expect piracy to increase in the year of MID events. However, when lagging 
the MID variable, we still see these significant effects (see supplementary info). 
 



Figure XX shows the substantive result from the main model in Table XX. It shows that 
compared to dyads that share similar preferences in the UN voting, those with divergent interests 
have significantly greater number of predicted piracy events, on average and when all other 
variables are at constant. 

[Figure XX Here – Robustness Figure] 

Conclusion 
 

To conclude … 
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Figure 1: Maritime boundaries and piracy 

 

Note: The left panel show the 200 NM boundary (EEZ) and the right panel displays piracy 
events in the region from 1995-2017.  

 

Figure 2: Frequency of piracy incidents and distance from maritime boundaries 

  



Table XX Main Table 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Any MID 0.179** 0.077 0.069    
 (0.091) (0.090) (0.090)    
Any MID X Contig waters  0.386*** 0.392***    
  (0.133) (0.132)    
Defense Coop -0.025 -0.021 0.192 -0.029 -0.024 0.188 
 (0.424) (0.422) (0.393) (0.425) (0.423) (0.395) 
Defense X Contig waters   -1.394***   -1.390*** 
   (0.392)   (0.395) 
MID_mobilize    0.252*** 0.145** 0.134* 
    (0.072) (0.068) (0.070) 
MID_mob X Contig waters     0.339*** 0.349*** 
     (0.111) (0.112) 
Asym_index 0.296 0.320 0.279 0.297 0.319 0.278 
 (0.373) (0.375) (0.372) (0.372) (0.374) (0.371) 
AIC 30411 30368 30151 30382 30352 30136 
BIC 30428 30391 30174 30399 30375 30159 
Observation 2464 2464 2464 2464 2464 2464 

Robust SE, t statistics in parentheses 
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01 
  



Figure XX Substantive effects of any MID events on piracy 

 
Note: Figure is a marginal counts of piracy events based on the militarized interstate disputes and defense 
cooperation among contiguous dyads in Indo-China Sea from models 3 and 6 in Table XX, assuming zero random 
effects (using predict nu0 in stata) 
  



Table xx Robustness check 

 (1) (2) (3) 
Vote diff -0.077 -0.074  
 (0.122) (0.122)  
Vote diff X Contig waters 1.807*** 1.804***  
 (0.414) (0.414)  
Defense Coop -0.019 0.194 0.230 
 (0.420) (0.390) (0.352) 
Defense X Contig waters  -1.397*** -1.246*** 
  (0.390) (0.351) 
L.Vote diff   -0.094 
   (0.164) 
L.Vote diff X Contig waters   1.162** 
   (0.496) 
Asym_index 0.306 0.265 0.108 
 (0.374) (0.372) (0.293) 
AIC 30183 29964 26457 
BIC 30206 29987 26480 
Observation 2433 2433 2298 

Note: Variables vote diff and lagged vote diff are based on idealpointdistance in Voeten database. The dependent 
variables in the models are count of piracy in the combined EEZ of the dyads. 
Robust SE, t statistics in parentheses 
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01 
 

  



 
Figure XX Substantive effects of any MID events on piracy 

 
Note: Figure is a predicted marginal piracy events in the combined EEZ of a dyad based on the 
Ideal Point distance between dyads in Indo-China Sea from Table XX, assuming zero random 
effects. 
 


